
 

Table Top Scribe System: 
Create Content Locally, Share Knowledge Globally 

 

Hardware, Software, Processing & Storage  
 

Your images online, available for digital access and discovery! 

Building Libraries, Together! 

For further information, please visit our website: archive.org/details/tabletopscribesystem 
Or contact Gemma Waterston Batson at gemma@archive.org. 



Introducing our Table Top Scribe:  
a Complete Digital Library Solution. 

 

Non-destructive, color digitization of bound and loose leaf materials, pamphlets, archival 
or fragile materials. The system is portable, and can go right to where collections are 

stored. Easy to operate for both trained curators and volunteer staff. 
 

Join a global community, and give your content the digital platform it deserves! 

Included with your  
Table Top Scribe: 

Included in the  
Gold Service Package: 

SAFE: V-shaped cradle for bound material & 
pamphlets 

100% QA: Both humans and computers assess and 
ensure processed images for accuracy and quality 

VERSATILE: Two separate image capture 
platforms, for both bound (up to A4) and 
unbound or large images (up to A2 or A1 with 
multi-shot) 

PERSISTENT: A unique ID is assigned to each digital 
item. This persistent identifier can be used in library 
catalogs, and the link will never break. 

QUALITY: Cameras with a resolution of 300 
PPI or higher 

METADATA: Structural and bibliographic metadata is 
automatically attached to digital items. 

FAST: Digitize between 500 - 800 pages per 
hour 

FORMATS: preservation and access formats are 
processed and derived including PDF/A, JPG2000, EPUB, 
DAISY, OCR text file, and several metadata files 

PROVEN: Internet Archive software that 
has processed 600M+ images 

UNLIMITED DOWNLOADS: Perpetual access to copies 
of digitized content. Keep and distribute copies! 

BASIC IT: Only an open internet connection 
for the upload of captured images. Internet 
connection is not required for image capture 

FUTURE-PROOF: Master files are stored and 
preserved—Internet Archive will ensure that files remain 
accessible as new technologies develop 

LIGHT AND EASY: Weighs only 40kg, and is 
contained in 2 easy-to-ship reusable “roadie” 
shipping crates 

SCHOLARSHIP: Your material becomes part of 
Internet Archive's global library; accessible for scholarly 
research and discovery 

 DIGITAL BRANCH: Your own corner of Internet Archive 
to showcase your library and organize your digital assets. 
Personalized and accessible by direct URL. 

In addition to the Table Top Scribe hardware, we are offering a processing and 
upload service package. With the Gold Package, trained Internet Archive staff 
execute all image processing and quality assurance. Images are automatically 

uploaded to our site, and we make your material fully web-accessible! 

Share your Library with the World! 


